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and 27ie Turn of the Scrt,w (1954 based on a
Henry James novel)—and with the two recent
Parables for Church Performance—Curlew Eiver
(1964) and The Burning Fiery Furnace (1966)
If he had written nothing else those dramatic
works would have marked him out as a composer
of outstanding imaginative gifts
But there is more—the choral worts culmmat
ing in the War Requiem (1962) his various song
cycles written for the tenor Peter Pears the
Serenade for tenor horn and string Nocturne
for tenor and orchestra the three Canticles and
the Spring Symphony are further evidence—in
very different media—of both his intense emotional
commitment and his technical Rinii While being
strongly influenced by such composers as Schubert
"Verdi Mahler and Berg his style ib entirely his
own it is a musical personality that manages to
combine as it has been said a deep nostalgia for
the innocence of childhood a mercurial sense of
humour and a passionate sympathy with the
victims of prejudice and misunderstanding
This last quality is particularly evident also in
Tippett s emotional makeup as expressed in his
music especially in one of his earliest successes
the choral work A Child of Our Time (1941) which
shows both his compassion and his ability to write
on a large scale But Tippett Is as much a mystic
and searcher as a composer and he 1s constantly
seeking: new and different ways of widening his
listeners horizons as may be heard in the ex
ceedingly complex Vision of St Augustine (1965)
which tellingly sets to music the striving to under
stand the beyond of Augustine s words
Tippett has also sought new means of musical
expression as he has shown in his second opera
King Pnam (1962) very spare and pointed in
idiom and in the concerto for orchestra (1962)
These works as well as his piano concerto (1956)
and second symphony—a luminous work—and his
three string quartets are very difficult to perform
—and to get to know—but the effort to understand
the composer s wide spanning mind is always
richly rewarded However perhaps a newcomer
to his music does better to approach bfr-n through
the more straightforward earlier works the
concerto for double string orchestra (1939) the
Fantasia Concertante on a theme of Corelh. (1963)
—a lyrically poetic piece—or the song cycles
Boyhoods End (1943) and Hearts Assurance
(1957) The Quality of his allegorical opera The
Midsummer Marriage (1952) in spite of its in
volved libretto (by the composer) Is now better
appreciated since its revival at Covent Garden
The Knot Garden also concerned with the inner
fife of the spirit and the external world was first
performed at Covent Garden in 1970 Tippett is
an uncompromising individualist writing without
fear or favour perhaps considerably m advance
of his time in thought and achievement
Bawsthornes style is admirably direct and
honest Eschewing the latest fashions in music
 he has ploughed his own furrow of deeply felt
writing    His ideas are argued out with con
siderable Ivrical force and hiB astute regard for
form does not hide the underlying emotional con
tent of hia music nor the touch of wit that per
vades some of his more lively movements Among
his most important accomplishments to date are
his three string auartets   violin concerto   two
piano concertos and the tnuntet for piano and
vind instruments
Walton s outstanding contribution was made
before the second World War in music that w«.s
alternately gay and romantic The irreverent
Facade (1928) for speaker and chamber orchestra
falls into the former category the poetic viola
concerto (1929) into the second His first
symphony (1934-5) is an arresting dramatic score
and the oratono Belshazaars Feast (1931) is a
landmark m choral music Since the war his
works have never auite recaptured the same
urgency of expression.
Elisabeth Lutyens (b 1906) is Britain s leading
twelve note composer For long shunned by the
musical establishment she has now been accepted
as an important and seminal figure in the history
of 20th cent music Her output has been large
and includes numerous works for unusual small
groups of instruments often combined with a solo
voice Benjamin Frankel (b 190S) Edmund
Eubbra (b 1801) Sir Arthur Bliss (b 1891) and
Lennox Berkeley (b 1905) are other conrposeis of
note among the senior school of living British
composers Egon Wellesz (b 1885) Austrian
born settled in this country m 1939 He has
written operas choral works symphonies and
chamber music and is still active There is a
thriving junior school of British composers who
have already made their mark among them
Alexander Goehr Bichard Hodney Bennett
Malcolm Williamson and Nicholas Slaw each of
•whom has written one or more operas
Where Does the Future LieP
It is anybody s guess which way music will
develop during the next few decades Are older
forms unite outmoded as some recent innovators
suggest and does the future therefore lie with the
electronic music and/or percussive sounds—o»
Boulez Stockhausen Luigi Nono (b 1924) and
their disciples? Or will what has been recognised
as musical sound for several generations adapt it
self to the new mood abroad? Has atonallsm still
something to offer or was it a passing phase
already dated and out of fashion? Perhaps the
only answer that can be given with, certainty is
that as with other centuries a dozen or so com
posers inuaio will survive to delight later genera
turns and that these geniuses will be found among
composers who do and say what they must in
music without regard to fashion patronage 01
fear of -what anyone writes about them. May
they be worthy of their rich heritage
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A   Note of scale   commonly used for tuning
instruments
Absolute  Music    Music  without  any  literary
descriptive or other kind of reference
A  Capella    Literally     hi the church style
Unaccompanied.
Accelerando    Quickening of the pace
Accidental    The sign which alters a note by a
semitone i, e  $ (sharp) raises it   b (flat) lowers
it ti restores a note to its original position
Accompaniment    Instrumental   or  piano   Part
forming background to a solo voice or instru
ment that has the melody
Ad Kb (L ad libitwm)    Direction on music that
strict time need not be observed
Adagio    A slow movement or piece
Aeolian mode    One of the scales in medieval
music represented by the white keys of the
piano from A to A.
 Aw    A simple tune for voice or instrument
Alberh bass   Rhythmical accompanying figure
made up by splitting a chord   Used extensive
ly in 18th cent music and associated with the
Italian, composer Albert!.
Allegretto   Not auite so fast as Allegro
Allegro    Past but not too fast
Alto    An unusually higli type of male voice also
the vocal part sung by women and boys wltn a
low range
Awbrosian   Cfiant    Plainsong   introduced   mto
church music by St Ambrose bishop of Milan
(d 397) and differing from Gregorian chant
Andante    At a walking pace   not bo slow as
Adagio nor as fast as Allegretto
Ammdo   Lively
Answer    Second entry in a fugue usually in the
dominant

